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Who Was Gandhi? 2014-11-13

mohandas karamchand gandhi was born in 1869 in british occupied india though he studied law in london and spent his early
adulthood in south africa he remained devoted to his homeland and spent the later part of his life working to make india an
independent nation calling for non violent civil disobedience gandhi led india to independence and inspired movements for civil
rights around the world gandhi is recognized internationally as a symbol of hope peace and freedom

The Encyclopaedia Britannica 1911

pramod kapoor the founder and publisher of roli books established in 1978 is a connoisseur of images a sepia aficionado he has
over the course of his illustrious career conceived and produced award winning books that have proven to be game changers in the
world of publishing be it the hit then and now series and the seminal made for maharajas or even the internationally acclaimed
new delhi the making of a capital in 2016 he was conferred with the prestigious chevalier de la legion d honneur knight of the
legion of honour the highest civil and military award in france for his contribution towards producing books that have changed
the landscape of indian publishing and to promoting india s tangible and intangible heritage within the country and abroad his
first book as author gandhi an illustrated biography is the result of years of painstaking research on a subject close to his
heart kapoor is dedicated towards decoding gandhi for the modern generation

Gandhi: An Illustrated Biography 2018-02-08

this is the extraordinary story of how one man s indomitable spirit inspired a nation to triumph over tyranny this is the story
of mahatma gandhi a man who owned nothing and gained everything

Gandhi 2010-11-02

gandhi s is an extraordinary and compelling story few individuals in history have made so great a mark upon their times and yet
gandhi never held high political office commanded no armies and was not even a compelling orator his power therefore makes a
particularly fascinating subject for investigation david arnold explains how and why the shy student and affluent lawyer became
one of the most powerful anti colonial figures western empires in asia ever faced and why he aroused such intense affection
loyalty and at times much bitter hatred among indians and westerners alike attaching as much influence to the idea and image of
gandhi as to the man himself arnold sees gandhi not just as a hindu saint but as a colonial subject whose attitudes and
experiences expressed much that was common to countless others in india and elsewhere who sought to grapple with the
overwhelming power and cultural authority of the west a vivid and highly readable introducation to gandhi s life and times
arnold s book opens up fascinating insights into one of the twentieth century s most remarkable men
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Gandhi 2014-06-17

my purpose mahatma gandhi writes of this book is to describe experiments in the science of satyagraha not to say how good i am
satyagraha gandhi s nonviolent protest movement satya true agraha firmness came to stand like its creator as a moral principle
and a rallying cry the principle was truth and the cry freedom the life of gandhi has given fire and fiber to freedom fighters
and to the untouchables of the world hagiographers and patriots have capitalized on mahatma myths yet gandhi writes often the
title mahatma great soul has deeply pained me but i should certainly like to narrate my experiments in the spiritual field which
are known only to myself and from which i have derived such power as i possess for working in the political field clearly gandhi
never renounced the world he was neither pacifist nor cult guru who was gandhi in the midst of resurging interest in the man who
freed india inspired the american civil rights movement and is revered respected and misunderstood all over the world the time
is proper to listen to gandhi himself in his own words his own confessions his autobiography gandhi made scrupulous truth
telling a religion and his autobiography inevitably reminds one of other saints who have suffered and burned for their lapses
his simply narrated account of boyhood in gujarat marriage at age 13 legal studies in england and growing desire for purity and
reform has the force of a man extreme in all things he details his gradual conversion to vegetarianism and ahimsa non violence
and the state of celibacy brahmacharya self restraint that became one of his more arduous spiritual trials in the political
realm he outlines the beginning of satyagraha in south africa and india with accounts of the first indian fasts and protests his
initial errors and misgivings his jailings and continued cordial dealings with the british overlords gandhi was a fascinating
complex man a brilliant leader and guide a seeker of truth who died for his beliefs but had no use for martyrdom or sainthood
his story the path to his vision of satyagraha and human dignity is a critical work of the twentieth century and timeless in its
courage and inspiration

Mohandas K. Gandhi, Autobiography 2019-09-16

a highly original stirring book on mahatma gandhi that deepens our sense of his achievements and disappointments his success in
seizing india s imagination and shaping its independence struggle as a mass movement his recognition late in life that few of
his followers paid more than lip service to his ambitious goals of social justice for the country s minorities outcasts and
rural poor pulitzer prize winner joseph lelyveld shows in vivid unmatched detail how gandhi s sense of mission social values and
philosophy of nonviolent resistance were shaped on another subcontinent during two decades in south africa and then tested by an
india that quickly learned to revere him as a mahatma or great soul while following him only a small part of the way to the
social transformation he envisioned the man himself emerges as one of history s most remarkable self creations a prosperous
lawyer who became an ascetic in a loincloth wholly dedicated to political and social action lelyveld leads us step by step
through the heroic and tragic last months of this selfless leader s long campaign when his nonviolent efforts culminated in the
partition of india the creation of pakistan and a bloodbath of ethnic cleansing that ended only with his own assassination india
and its politicians were ready to place gandhi on a pedestal as father of the nation but were less inclined to embrace his
teachings muslim support crucial in his rise to leadership soon waned and the oppressed untouchables for whom gandhi spoke to
hindus as a whole produced their own leaders here is a vital brilliant reconsideration of gandhi s extraordinary struggles on
two continents of his fierce but finally unfulfilled hopes and of his ever evolving legacy which more than six decades after his
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death still ensures his place as india s social conscience and not just india s

Great Soul 2011-03-29

gandhi s thoughts on such topics as civil disobedience non violence liberty socialism and communism and how to enjoy jail

The Essential Gandhi 1983

opening in july 1914 as mohandas gandhi leaves south africa to return to india gandhi the years that changed the world 1914 1918
traces the mahatma s life over the three decades preceding his assassination drawing on new archival materials acclaimed
historian ramachandra guha follows gandhi s struggle to deliver india from british rule to forge harmonious relations between
india s hindus and muslims to end the pernicious practice of untouchability and to nurture india s economic and moral self
reliance he shows how in each of these campaigns gandhi adapted methods of nonviolence that successfully challenged british
authority and would influence revolutionary movements throughout the world a revelatory look at the complexity of gandhi s
thinking and motives the book is a luminous portrait of not only the man himself but also those closest to him family friends
and political and social leaders

Gandhi: The Years That Changed the World, 1914-1948 2019-10-22

the first volume of the definitive biography of gandhi one of the most remarkable figures of the 20th century from the great
historian ramachandra guha the life of mohandas gandhi is one of the most remarkable and potent in the modern era in this
fascinating new biography ramachandra guha allows us to understand the personality and politics of mohandas gandhi as never
before showing that gandhi s ideas were fundamentally shaped before his return to india in 1915 gandhi before india is the
extraordinarily vivid portrait of the formative years he spent in england and south africa where he developed the techniques
that would undermine and ultimately destroy the british empire ramachandra guha depicts a world of sharp contrasts between the
coastal culture of gujarat high victorian london and colonial south africa where settlers from india britain and elsewhere
battled for their share of this rich and newly despoiled land drawing on many new sources located in archives across four
continents guha sensitively explores the many facets of gandhi s life and struggles this is the biography of the year reviews
excellent and exhaustive guha has done heroic work in reconstructing this period of gandhi s life gandhi emerges here as a
fascinatingly complicated and contradictory figure if the sequel proves as rich and absorbing as this first book it will
doubtless serve as the fundamental portrait of gandhi for many years to come sunday business post what can a new biographer add
gandhi before india by ramachandra guha india s leading historian offers plenty rather than lingering on gandhi s own well
studied words mr guha has unearthed a wealth of previously overlooked school reports diaries letters and articles by
collaborators and opponents of gandhi the result is a striking depiction of his transformation into mid adulthood as mr guha
ably shows for all that gandhi influenced events in south africa it was he who experienced the greater change economist one of
the surprises in gandhi before india is just how much fresh material it contains guha has a gift for tracking down obscure
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letters and newspaper reports and patching them together to make history come alive the book turns up some gems gandhi before
india demonstrates how complicated cross cultural relations were in the long 19th century it is a work of vivid social history
as well as biography patrick french guardian guha is india s best known historian who marshals his wide scholarship in
contemporary and modern history with a raconteur s lucid felicity dna mumbai a spirited case for gandhi s continued relevance
for the challenges his ideas still present to us tehelka new delhi guha is one of india s most intelligent and readable
historians and in addition to his considerable talents he has had the good fortune to discover a treasure trove of gandhi s own
voluminous press cuttings and also many shelf loads of letters to him from friends and colleagues standpoint about the author
ramachandra guha is one of india s most influential historians and public intellectuals his books include a corner of a foreign
field and india after gandhi the history of the world s largest democracy the independent has called him one of the world s
great minds time has said he is indian democracy s pre eminent chronicler he has held visiting professorships at stanford yale
and the london school of economics he lives in bangalore

Gandhi Before India 2013-10-03

a look at the life of an extraordinary man who liberated india

Gandhi 2007-09

the author the grandson of mohandas gandhi describes the life of the indian leader as well as the history of india during gandhi
s time

Gandhi 2008-03-10

based on the complete edition of his works this new volume presents gandhi s most important political writings arranged around
the two central themes of his political teachings satyagraha the power of non violence and swaraj freedom dennis dalton s
general introduction and headnotes highlight the life of gandhi set the readings in historical context and provide insight into
the conceptual framework of gandhi s political theory included are bibliography glossary and index

Gandhi: Selected Political Writings 1996-01-01

a collection of words and inspiration by mahatma gandhi one of the 20th century s most preeminent humanitarians featuring an
introduction by archbishop desmond tutu
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Peace 2007

this new selection of gandhi s writings taken from his books articles letters and interviews sets out his views on religion
politics society non violence and civil disobedience judith m brown s excellent introduction and notes examines his philosophy
and the political context in which he wrote

The Essential Writings 2008-04-17

no marketing blurb

Gandhi 2004

manu gandhi m k gandhi s grand niece joined him in 1943 at the age of fifteen an aide to gandhi s ailing wife kasturba in the
aga khan palace prison in pune manu remained with him until his assassination she was a partner in his final yajna an experiment
in brahmacharya and his invocation of rama at the moment of his death spanning two volumes the diary of manu gandhi is a record
of her life and times with m k gandhi between 1943 and 1948 authenticated by gandhi himself the meticulous and intimate entries
in the diary throw light on gandhi s life as a prisoner and his endeavour to establish the possibility of collective non
violence they also offer a glimpse into his ideological conflicts his efforts to find his voice and his lonely pilgrimage to
noakhali during the riots of 1946 the first volume 1943 44 chronicles the spiritual and educational pursuits of an adolescent
woman who takes up writing as a mode of self examination the author shares a moving portrait of kasturba gandhi s illness and
death and also unravels the deep emotional bond she develops with gandhi whom she calls her mother

The Diary of Manu Gandhi 2019-08-20

mohandas k gandhi called mahatma great soul was the father of modern india but his influence has spread well beyond the
subcontinent and is as important today as it was in the first part of the twentieth century and during this nation s own civil
rights movement taken from gandhi s writings throughout his life the essential gandhi introduces us to his thoughts on politics
spirituality poverty suffering love non violence civil disobedience and his own life the pieces collected here with explanatory
head notes by gandhi biographer louis fischer offer the clearest most thorough portrait of one of the greatest spiritual leaders
the world has known gandhi was inevitable if humanity is to progress gandhi is inescapable we may ignore him at our own risk dr
martin luther king jr with a new preface drawn from the writings of eknath easwaran in the annals of spirituality certain books
stand out both for their historical importance and for their continued relevance the vintage spiritual classics series offers
the greatest of these works in authoritative new editions with specially commissioned essays by noted contemporary commentators
filled with eloquence and fresh insight encouragement and solace vintage spiritual classics are incomparable resources for all
readers who seek a more substantive understanding of mankind s relation to the divine
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The Essential Gandhi 2012-02-15

a biography detailing gandhi s twenty year stay in south africa and his attitudes and behavior in the nation s political context
in the pantheon of freedom fighters mohandas karamchand gandhi has pride of place his fame and influence extend far beyond india
and are nowhere more significant than in south africa india gave us a mohandas we gave them a mahatma goes a popular south
african refrain contemporary south african leaders including mandela have consistently lauded him as being part of the epic
battle to defeat the racist white regime the south african gandhi focuses on gandhi s first leadership experiences and the
complicated man they reveal a man who actually supported the british empire ashwin desai and goolam vahed unveil a man who
throughout his stay on african soil stayed true to empire while showing a disdain for africans for gandhi whites and indians
were bonded by an aryan bloodline that had no place for the african gandhi s racism was matched by his class prejudice towards
the indian indentured he persistently claimed that they were ignorant and needed his leadership and he wrote their resistances
and compromises in surviving a brutal labor regime out of history the south african gandhi writes the indentured and working
class back into history the authors show that gandhi never missed an opportunity to show his loyalty to empire with a particular
penchant for war as a means to do so he served as an empire stretcher bearer in the boer war while the british occupied south
africa he demanded guns in the aftermath of the bhambatha rebellion and he toured the villages of india during the first world
war as recruiter for the imperial army this meticulously researched book punctures the dominant narrative of gandhi and uncovers
an ambiguous figure whose time on african soil was marked by a desire to seek the integration of indians minus many basic rights
into the white body politic while simultaneously excluding africans from his moral compass and political ideals praise for the
south african gandhi in this impressively researched study two south african scholars of indian background bravely challenge
political myth making on both sides of the indian ocean that has sought to canonize gandhi as a founding father of the struggle
for equality there they show that the mahatma to be carefully refrained from calling on his followers to throw in their lot with
the black majority the mass struggle he finally led remained an indian struggle joseph lelyveld author of great soul mahatma
gandhi and his struggle with india this is a wonderful demonstration of meticulously researched evocative clear eyed and
fearless history writing it uncovers a story some might even call it a scandal that has remained hidden in plain sight for far
too long the south african gandhi is a big book it is a serious challenge to the way we have been taught to think about gandhi
arundhati roy author of the god of small things

The South African Gandhi 2015-10-07

contains selected texts from the writings of mahatma gandhi in which he expressed his philosophy of non violence and non violent
action and includes an introductory essay by editor thomas merton

Gandhi on Non-Violence 1965

this is a biography of mahatma gandhi 1869 1948 he led the fight for indian independence from british rule who tirelessly
pursued a strategy of passive resistance and who was assassinated by a hindu fanatic only a few months after independence was
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achieved

The Life of Mahatma Gandhi 2015

a new and illuminating portrait of one of the greatest figures of the twentieth century mohandas karamchand gandhi has been the
subject of over a dozen well regarded biographies yet key aspects of the man still prove elusive in this book rajmohan gandhi a
grandson of mahatma gandhi and an acclaimed biographer and scholar attempts to understand the phenomenon that was gandhi this he
does by examining in detail dominant and varied themes of gandhi s life his unsuccessful bid to keep india united his attitude
towards caste and untouchability his relationship with those whose empire he challenged his controversial experiments with
chastity his views on god truth and non violence and his selection of heirs to lead a new born nation for a generation growing
up on images of a simplified father of the nation and apostle of non violence frozen in statues or reduced to a few predictable
strokes of an artist s pen this biography offers a rewarding insight into the man his victories and his defeats

The Good Boatman 2018-01-15

mahatma gandhi s grandson tells the story of how his grandfather taught him to turn darkness into light in this uniquely
personal and vibrantly illustrated tale that carries a message of peace how could he a gandhi be so easy to anger one thick hot
day arun gandhi travels with his family to grandfather gandhi s village silence fills the air but peace feels far away for young
arun when an older boy pushes him on the soccer field his anger fills him in a way that surely a true gandhi could never imagine
can arun ever live up to the mahatma will he ever make his grandfather proud in this remarkable personal story arun gandhi with
bethany hegedus weaves a stunning portrait of the extraordinary man who taught him to live his life as light evan turk brings
the text to breathtaking life with his unique three dimensional collage paintings

All Men Are Brothers 1953-03-02

a balanced selection of gandhi s writings taken from his letters articles and books representing the complete cross section of
his thought

Grandfather Gandhi 2014-03-11

many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive obscure press are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using the original text
and artwork
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The Essential Writings of Mahatma Gandhi 1991

a more heroic tale has yet to be told mohandas is meticulously researched written in felicitous prose and is a delight to read
khushwant singh outlook a candid recreation of one of the most influential lives of recent times mohandas finally answers
questions long asked about the timid youth from india s west coast who became a century s conscience and led his nation to
liberty what was gandhi like in his daily life and in his closest relationships in his face offs with an empire with his own
bitterly divided people with his adversaries his family and his greatest confrontation with himself answering these and other
questions and releasing the true gandhi from his shroud of fame and myth mohandas authored by a practised biographer who is also
gandhi s grandson does more than tell a story praise for the book rajmohan strikes a fine balance in this comprehensive work
lacing the painstakingly detailed chronological account with just the right amount of interpretation his approach goes a long
way in painting a portrait of gandhiji that is very human plausible and easy to identify with mukund padmanabhan the hindu an
impeccable exercise in objectivity a remarkable performance this biography ought to be read over and over again the bareness of
rajmohan s recital of moods and events heightens the poignancy mahatma gandhi was a votary of restraint this book exemplifies
magnificently such restraint the grandfather would have approved of rajmohan s mohandas ashok mitra telegraph a story of epic
proportions gandhi s luminous compassion courage and humanity shine through these pages and bring light into our lives sonia
gandhi the only word to describe this work is fabulous literally scores of people have written on mahatma gandhi but mohandas
will henceforth be remembered as the last word on the subject m v kamath organizer

The Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi ( May-August 1924) 2008-11

mahatma gandhi the father of the nation india the story of my experiments with truth is the autobiography of mohandas k gandhi
covering his life from early childhood through to 1921 it was written in weekly installments and published in his journal
navjivan from 1925 to 1929 its english translation also appeared in installments in his other journal young india it was
initiated at the insistence of swami anand and other close co workers of gandhi who encouraged him to explain the background of
his public campaigns in 1999 the book was designated as one of the 100 best spiritual books of the 20th century by a committee
of global spiritual and religious authorities courtesy wikipedia

Mohandas 2007

mahatma gandhi gandhi the name conjures the image of a man unimpressive in appearance simple in his lifestyle who spent his life
pursuing independence for india months after the country achieved that independence from great britain gandhi s life ended when
an assassin killed him but gandhi s legacy lives on gandhi s rise to political and spiritual leadership is the incredible saga
of a man who in his youth showed no signs of greatness but who became one of the most influential men of all time the civil
rights movement that was led by martin luther king jr owes its inspiration to gandhi the patient suffering of nelson mandela in
his fight against apartheid grew out of the civil disobedience of gandhi inside you will read about growing up in india studying
law in london political activism in south africa becoming the mahatma the battle for independence in india the martyr of india
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and much more the twentieth century saw the rise of despots and dictators charlatans and cowards it witnessed the evolution of
weapons so deadly that whole countries could be destroyed it incubated the rise of political philosophies and religious
extremism that sought to eradicate democracy and mock compassion but amidst all of the violence and hatred gandhi remained
steadfast to his beliefs and his beliefs have changed the world

Mahatma Gandhi (the Father of the Nation-India) 2018-01-07

the father of indian independence gandhi was also a political theorist who challenged mainstream ideas sovereignty he said
depends on the consent of citizens willing to challenge the state nonviolently when it acts immorally the culmination of the
inner struggle to recognize one s duty to act is the ultimate gandhian moment

Mahatma Gandhi 2017-10-18

india of my dreams by m k gandhi india of my dreams presents the visionary perspective of mahatma gandhi on the future of india
the book outlines gandhi s aspirations for the nation and his commitment to nonviolence and social justice key aspects of the
book india of my dreams gandhian ideals the book highlights mahatma gandhi s core principles including nonviolence self reliance
and communal harmony nation building india of my dreams reflects gandhi s vision for india s social economic and political
progress social justice the work emphasizes gandhi s advocacy for equality inclusion and the welfare of marginalized communities
m k gandhi also known as mahatma gandhi was an iconic leader and freedom fighter in india s struggle for independence india of
my dreams reflects gandhi s profound love for his country and his dedication to creating a just and inclusive society

The Gandhian Moment 2013-03-19

the story of my experiments with truth is the autobiography of mahatma gandhi covering his life from early childhood through to
1921 starting with his birth and parentage gandhi has given reminiscences of childhood child marriage relation with his wife and
parents experiences at the school his study tour to london efforts to be like the english gentleman experiments in dietetics his
going to south africa his experiences of colour prejudice his quest for dharma social work in africa return to india his slow
and steady work for political awakening and social activities

India of My Dreams 2021-01-01

do you want to know who mahatma gandhi was and what he did who were this brothers and sisters and mother and father do you what
to know what he was as a child and what his weapons were and how be fought against injustice and freedom do you want to know why
he was called the mahatma and bapu this book is an introduction on the life works and biography of the great soul mahatma gandhi
the book mahatma gandhi for kids and beginners is written for children and adults alike who are curious to learn about the life
and works of gandhiji the man we know as mahatma gandhi the proponent of peace is amongst one of the most fascinating persons of
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history of which modern children know little about we live in an age where violence is the order of the day it s about time that
we taught ourselves and our children ahimsa satyagraha concept of truth and ways of peace the very path mahatma gandhi took
despite enduring injustices we can achieve this by getting to know the biography and the works of mahatma gandhi and remembering
his legacy here s what is covered in the book who was mahatma gandhi why was he called the mahatma why was he called bapu what
is ahimsa where was he from who were his parents brothers and sisters what was he like as a child is it true he stole from his
brother was he a brilliant student who was his wife did he have any children did gandhi disown his elder son how many grand
children did gandhi have what did he study at university what did he do in london why was gandhi not successful as a lawyer in
india why did he go to south africa why was he kicked out of the first class train compartment what did he do in south africa
what was he fighting for when did he come back to india why did gandhi make his own clothes how did he oppose british rule what
was the non cooperation movement what is the salt march what did he do for the untouchables of india what was the quit india
movement when did india become independent who was jinnah and was he gandhi s friend why was he fasting all the time what is
satyagraha how many times did he go to jail when did he die and how how do i pay respect to the mahatma quotes from mahatma
gandhi references credits and further reading message from the author

The Story of My Experiments with Truth 2023-11-23

more than half a century after his death mahatma gandhi continues to inspire millions throughout the world yet modern india most
strikingly in its decision to join the nuclear arms race seems to have abandoned much of his nonviolent vision inspired by
recent events in india stanley wolpert offers this subtle and profound biography of india s great soul wolpert compellingly
chronicles the life of mahatma gandhi from his early days as a child of privilege to his humble rise to power and his
assassination at the hands of a man of his own faith this trajectory like that of christ was the result of gandhi s passion his
conscious courting of suffering as the means to reach divine truth from his early campaigns to stop discrimination in south
africa to his leadership of a people s revolution to end the british imperial domination of india gandhi emerges as a man of
inner conflicts obscured by his political genius and moral vision influenced early on by nonviolent teachings in hinduism
jainism christianity and buddhism he came to insist on the primacy of love for one s adversary in any conflict as the invincible
power for change his unyielding opposition to intolerance and oppression would inspire india like no leader since the buddha
creating a legacy that would encourage martin luther king jr nelson mandela and other global leaders to demand a better world
through peaceful civil disobedience by boldly considering gandhi the man rather than the living god depicted by his disciples
wolpert provides an unprecedented representation of gandhi s personality and the profound complexities that compelled his
actions and brought freedom to india

Mahatma Gandhi at Work 1931

my life is my message you may be sure i am living now just the way i wish to live what i might have done at the beginning had i
more light i am doing now in the evenning of my life at the end of my career building from the bottom up study my way of living
here study my surroundings if you wish to know what i am village improvement is the only foundation on which conditions in india
can be permanently ameliorated m k gandhi
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Mahatma Gandhi for Kids and Beginners 2014-09-02

excerpts from the speeches writings and letters of gandhi one of the world s greatest men of peace selected by the academy award
winning filmmaker of gandhi themes are daily life cooperation nonviolence faith and peace

Gandhi's Passion 2002-11-28

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the
public to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Famous Speeches by Mahatma Gandhi 2016-05-21

mahatma gandhi shares his teachings on love the soul meditation service surrender and prayer and offers wisdom and inspiration
to people of all faiths

The Words of Gandhi 1982

on the occasion of 150th birth anniversary of mahatma gandhi we are pleased to release his autobiography the story of my
experiments with truth when gandhi started writing his autobiography riots broke out in bombay then due to some series of events
gandhi ji was imprisoned and sent to yeravda jail he continued writing his autobiography in yeravda jail and thereafter the
autobiography of mahatma gandhi is very inspirational after reading it we come to know how a young fearful boy transformed into
a strong and powerful man

The Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi 2018-10-16

The Way to God 1999
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